
 

 

 

  

 

Alexander Dorricott was once 

again on fine form to qualify for 

the Final grid at the front, but with 

reigning Champion Luke Roberts 

returning, Max Oshaughnesy 

looking quick and Mikey Gleeson 

looking to do well, would he have 

it all his own way? 

Heat 1 

Ben Graham got 
proceedings underway 
leading reigning champion, 
Luke Roberts and Camron 
Page through the opening 
corners. Dan Hudes had a 
good first lap to move up into 
3rd and brought Ambrose 
Witherspoon with him. 
Graham and Roberts were 
looking to break away from 
Hudes and Witherspoon, 
edging out 0.8 seconds on 
lap 3 as Roberts began to 
attack Graham for the race 
lead. With 2 laps remaining, 
Roberts took the lead at the 
end of the main straight, but 
Graham responded at the 
final corner to start the last 
lap 0.087 seconds ahead of 
Roberts. Roberts repeated his 
move a lap later to take the 
lead with 2 corners 
remaining, earning him the 
race win from Graham, 
Witherspoon, Hudes and 
Thomas Wallace. 

 

Heat 2 

Connor Brown fended off a 
move from Sebastian 
Chodyko at turn 1 to lead the 
pack down the infield 
straight. Luke Roberts and 
Harvey McBrien lined up 
behind them to form a four-
kart train at the front of the 
field. As Roberts began to 
attack Chodyko for 2nd, 
Brown took the opportunity to 
start building a lead with 
Roberts taking 2nd on lap 2. 

Roberts began to close 

down Brown’s lead and left 
Chodyko to hold off McBrien 

who was attacking him at 

every corner. Brown 

responded and held the 

lead at one and half 

seconds and took the 

chequered flag. Roberts 

took 2nd ahead of Chodyko, 

McBrien and William Egby 

(penalty). 
 

Heat 3 

After a false start, Mikey 

Gleeson led Josh Lad and 

Oliver Tipping. The field was 

tightly bunched up behind 

Gleeson with the order 

chopping and changing. 

Tipping was into 2nd and 

Max Oshaughnesy climbed 

up into 3rd, dropping Lad to 

4th. Gleeson was defending 

against the attacks from 

those behind and held on to 

win by 0.202 seconds ahead 

of Oshaughnesy, Tipping, 

Lad and Marcus Smith with 

all 5 of them being covered 
by 0.717 seconds. 

 

Heat 4 

Ted Rivett led from pole, 

heading Ambrose 

Witherspoon, Alexander 

Dorricott and Yaron Jarvis at 

the end of lap 1. Dorricott 

moved into 2nd through the 

final corner and got his 

head down to try and catch 

Rivett who had a lead of 

1.063 seconds. Jarvis was 

next to pass Witherspoon 

through the infield section as 

Dorricott got onto the back 

of Rivett on lap 3 and began 

to attack Rivett for the top 

spot. Rivett nearly lost the 

lead on the penultimate lap, 

but kept Dorricott behind 

him. Dorricott repeated the 

move a lap later and made 

it stick to take the lead and 

the win from Rivett, Jarvis, 

Witherspoon and Ryan 

Jones. 
 

 

Dorricott on his own at the front 
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Heat 5 

Max Oshaughnesy and 

Kameron Khan made an early 

break on lap 1 to lead over 

the rest of the field by 2 

seconds. Ted Rivett was sitting 

in 3rd ahead of Connor Brown 

and Ryan Jones with Rivett 

gradually closing the gap to 

Khan and was bringing Brown 

with him. Oshaughnesy 

seemed to have it in the bag 

with his lead out to 1.882 

seconds over Khan, Rivett and 

Brown with 2 laps remaining.  

Ryan Jones had Max Vening 

crawling over the back of his 

kart in the fight for 6th with 

Vening getting ahead at Vale. 

Oshaughnesy won from Brown 

who picked up a penalty for 

contact on the penultimate 

lap. Khan took 3rd ahead of 

Rivett and William Egby. 

 

Heat 6 

Thomas Wallace put pole to 

good use to lead Ambrose 

Witherspoon through turns 1 

and 2 with Oliver Mooij and 

Mikey Gleeson a few kart 

lengths further behind in 3rd 

and 4th respectively. Wallace 

and Witherspoon were getting 

ahead at the front, but 

Gleeson was closing in on 

them, leaving Mooij and 

Sebastian Chodyko behind. 

Despite having Witherspoon 

right behind him, Wallace 

wasn’t cracking and held on 
to win from Witherspoon, 

Gleeson, Chodyko and 

Harvey McBrien. 

 

Heat 7 

Dan Hudes led the field on the 

opening lap with Oliver Mooij 

and Josh Lad half a second 

behind him. Mooij had Lad, 

Ben Graham and Kameron 

Khan lined up behind him. 

Graham made an error under 

braking at the end of the main 

straight and spun himself 

around giving Khan 3rd and a 

cushion of 2 seconds to the 

leaders. Hudes took the win 
from Mooij, Khan, Tipping and 
Graham. 

 

Heat 8 

Harvey McBrien led as racing 

got underway at the second 

attempt and built a small 

cushion over Frederick 

Thompson on lap 1 as Oliver 

Tipping out dragged 

Thompson out of the final 

corner to take 2nd. McBrien 

was gone with a 3 second 

lead over Tipping who now 

had Ted Rivett behind him in 

3rd. Rivett began to attack 

Tipping for 2nd and got a run 

down the main straight to take 

2nd with 3 corners remaining. 

McBrien won by 4.5 seconds 

ahead of Rivett, Tipping, 

Thomas Wallace and Oliver 

Mooij.  

 

Heat 9 

Alexander Dorricott held onto 

the lead at the start as 

Sebastian Chodyko and 

Bethany Cook followed him 

into turn 1. Max Oshaughnesy 

and Connor Brown were soon 

into 3rd and 4th respectively as 

Chodyko was keeping 

Dorricott honest at the front. 

Oshaughnesy ran wide at the 

end of the main straight and 

allowed Brown to slip past into 

3rd. Dorricott eventually edged 

away at the front to take the 

win from Chodyko by 2 

seconds.  Brown took 3rd 

ahead of Oshaughnesy and 

Josh Lad. 

 

Heat 10 

Yaron Jarvis was followed by 

Robin Truswell and Mikey 

Gleeson on the first lap with 

Gleeson moving into 2nd at 

turn 3. Dan Hudes took up 3rd 

as Truswell made an error 

under braking and spun 

himself out. Hudes was on the 

rear bumper of Gleeson, 

pushing him for 2nd as Jarvis 

began to pull out a couple of 

kart lengths over the pair 

behind him. Frederick 

Thompson was running in 4th, 

but lost out to Camron Page 

on lap 3. Jarvis took a 

comfortable win from 

Gleeson, Hudes, Page and the 

recovering Truswell. 
 

Heat 11 

Marcus Smith led from pole 

but soon lost out to Kameron 

Khan with Alexander Dorricott 

demoting him a further 

position at the end of lap 1. 

Ben Graham wasn’t hanging 
around, moving up into the 

lead from 4th with some good 

overtaking on lap 2. Graham 

hit kart problems unfortunately 

a lap later and was awarded 

points for 1st as the race for 

the lead was taken up by 

Kameron Khan, Luke Roberts 

and Dorricott. Khan held them 

off to win from Dorricott, 

Roberts, Smith and Max 

Vening. 

 

D Final 

Mark Hearn led the field on 

lap 1 with Ryan Jones and 

Camron Page following him 

across the line to complete 

lap 1. Jones was holding off 

Page and Maximillian Bublik 

with Bethany Cook and Robin 

Truswell just a few kart lengths 

further behind in 5th and 6th. 

Hearn was getting away at 

the front leaving Page and 

Bublik behind to fight for 2nd. 

Page responded however at 

the halfway stage and took 

the lead at turn 3 on lap 6 and 

was immediately put back 

under pressure by Hearn. 

Hearn made a mistake though 

and lost out to Bublik giving 

Page an easy run to the 

chequered flag. Bublik took 

2nd from Hearn, Cook and 

Truswell. 



  C Final 

Connor Brown made pole 

position count, to lead into 

turns 1 and 2 with Oliver 

Tipping and Josh Lad behind 

him. Brown had Tipping, Lad, 

Oliver Mooij and Marcus Smith 

all lined up behind him with a 

move from Mooij on Lad 

giving Brown a bit of a break 

at the front. Lad nearly 

regained 2nd at the end of the 

straight, but Mooij held him off 

allowing Tipping to get a small 

gap over them. Lad regained 

3rd with a move at the end of 

the straight with 2 laps 

remaining. Brown was having 

an easy time at the front as 

Mooij made a mistake and 

spun himself around under 

braking for turn 6. Brown won 

the C Final from Tipping, Lad, 

Smith and Mooij. 

 

B Final 

Ben Graham led Dan Hudes 

and Sebastian Chodyko on 

lap one as Ambrose 

Witherspoon was pushed out 

at turn 6 and had to run down 

the pitlane as Chodyko 

picked up a penalty for 

causing Witherspoon to drive 

down the pits (contact). 

Graham was quick to get 

away at the front leaving 

Yaron Jarvis to hold off 

Chodyko.  Brown was forced 

to pit for kart issues and was 

awarded points for 4th. 

Chodyko had got passed 

Jarvis and closed the gap to 

Graham at the front and was 

hassling him for the lead as 

Jarvis was running in a lonely 

3rd. Chodyko got ahead of 

Graham, but picked up 

another penalty for contact 

as Graham dropped behind 

Jarvis. The chequered flag 

came out to Chodyko but 

Jarvis was the one promoted 

to the A Final. Graham came 

across the line in 3rd ahead of 

Hudes and Thomas Wallace. 

A Final 

Alexander Dorricott lined up 

on pole and was away as 

soon as the green flag was 

waved, building an early lead 

as the rest of the field tussled 

for position. Kameron Khan 

was running in 2nd and was 

looking secure by the time he 

reached Vale as he enjoyed a 

comfortable gap over Mikey 

Gleeson, Luke Roberts and 

Max Oshaughnesy. The closest 

fight on track was between 

these three as Gleeson 

defended against 

Oshaughnesy, allowing 

Roberts to sneak past him on 

the inside at Vale and begin 

having a go at Gleeson. As 

Gleeson defended against 

Roberts, his defence was a 

little too robust and 

Oshaughnesy was able to slip 

past the both of them into 3rd. 

Dorricott was running away 

with it at the front with Khan 

doing likewise to those behind 

him as they continued to race 

for 3rd. Dorricott cruised across 

the line to win his third round in 

a row, beating Khan by 6.599 

seconds. Oshaughnesy 

completed the podium a 

further 6.2 seconds behind 

Khan, and beat Roberts and 

Gleeson. 

Results 

 

D Final 

1. Camron Page 

2. Maximillian Bublik 

3. Mark Hearn 

 

C Final 

1. Connor Brown  

2. Oliver Tipping 

3. Josh Lad 

 

B Final 

1. Yaron Jarvis 

2. Ben Graham 

3. Dan Hudes 

 

A Final 

1. Alexander Dorricott 

2. Kameron Khan 

3. Max Oshaughnesy 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

  

 

Axel Slijepcevic performed 
well in his heats to start at the 
front of the A Final grid and 
was gone the moment the 
green flag dropped, 
remaining untroubled all of 
the way to the chequered 
flag. 

Heat 1 

Finn Angell-Wells held onto 

the lead at the start and 

opened up a lead of 1.701 

seconds on lap 1 over Josh 

Craft, Oliver Reeves and 

William Thomas. Craft soon 

broke away from the battling 

trio of Reeves, William Thomas 

and Bryn Jones to begin 

closing down Angell-Wells. 

Thomas passed Reeves on 

lap 3, allowing Jones to have 

a run at Reeves as well and 

Thomas to start building a 

gap over them. Craft got 

onto the back of Angell-Wells 

as they started the final lap 

and passed him through the 

infield section. Craft took the 

win from Angell-Wells by 0.294 

seconds with Thomas taking 

3rd ahead of Reeves and 

Jones. 
 

Heat 2 

Josh Craft led from Bryn Jones 

and Axel Slijepcevic at the 

end of lap 1, but an incident 

at turn 3 gave the top 3 a 

comfortable lead as 

Slijepcevic began to attack 

Jones for 2nd.  Brandon 

Brockwell was sat in 4th, but 

picked up a penalty along 

with Oliver Reeves for the 

incident at turn 3. Slijepcevic 

took 2nd and set after Craft 

who was 0.677 seconds up 

the road from the leading 2. 

Craft started the final lap 
with a 0.404 second 
advantage which was 
enough to take the win from 
Slijepcevic, Jones, Brockwell 
and Blaise Wheeler. 

 

Heat 3 

Axel Slijepcevic and Diego 

Lopez battled for the lead 

through the opening corners 

with Bryn Jones slipping 

passed Lopez down the 

main straight to take up 2nd 

on lap 1. Jones grabbed the 

lead on lap 2, but 

Slijepcevic regained the 

lead at turn 1 on lap 3, 

allowing the field to close up 

with just 1.450 seconds 

covering the whole field. 

Jones once again took the 

lead coming out of Vale to 

head Slijepcevic, Lopez, Finn 

Angell-Wells, William Thomas, 

Pedro Gomez and Oliver 

Reeves. As the field followed 

each other through turn 6 

Lopez snuck through into 

the lead. Lopez took the win 

from Thomas (who had 

picked up a penalty for 

contact), Slijepcevic, Jones 

and Gomez. 
 

Heat 4 

Blaise Wheeler had Axel 

Slijepcevic and Diego Lopez 

tucked up under his exhaust 

on lap 1 with Slijepcevic 

taking the lead under 

braking at the end of the 

main straight. Lopez was 

next to put Wheeler under 

pressure with Wheeler’s 
defence allowing Slijepcevic 

to build a healthy lead of 2 

seconds at the halfway 

stage. Lopez tried a move 

around the outside at the 

end of the straight, but got 

hung out as Wheeler 

followed his normal line 

giving Brandon Brockwell a 

chance to get on terms with 

Lopez. Slijepcevic cruised 

home to win from Wheeler, 

Lopez, Brockwell and Sam 
 

 

Axel Slijepcevic on his way to win Round 3 
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Hampshire. 

 

Heat 5 

Sam Hampshire lost out to 

William Thomas on lap 1, but 

Hampshire regained the lead 

coming out of the final corner 

of lap 2. Pedro Gomez and 

Brandon Brockwell slipped 

past with Hampshire but 

Thomas began to work his 

way back past to take up 3rd 

behind Hampshire and 

Brockwell. Hampshire was 

making a break at the front 

and held the advantage to 

the chequered flag to win 

from Brockwell, Wheeler, 

Thomas and Gomez. 

 

B Final 

Sam Hampshire led the field 

down the main straight with 

Finn Angell-Wells and William 

Thomas on his rear bumper. 

Thomas took 2nd at turn 2 on 

lap 2 and moved onto 

Hampshire with a run on him 

at the end of the straight. 

Thomas couldn’t quite get 
through as Hampshire took 

back the lead at the following 

left hander, all of which 

allowed Angell-Wells to get 

involved and slipped past into 

the lead. Thomas got back 

into 2nd and chased after 

Angell-Wells who had a lead 

of nearly a second at the 

halfway stage, but the gap 

was closed and Thomas took 

the lead at turn 1 on lap 5. 

Bryn Jones was next to get 

onto the back of Angell-Wells 

as Thomas made his escape 

at the front. Thomas won B 

Final from Angell-Wells, Jones, 

Oliver Reeves and Hampshire. 

 

A Final 

A false start knocked a lap off 

of the final with Axel 

Slijepcevic leading the pack 

into turn 1 once racing got 

underway. He was closely 

followed by Josh Craft, Diego 

Lopez, Brandon Brockwell, 

Blaise Wheeler and William 

Thomas. Slijepcevic clearly 

didn’t want to hang around 
and get involved with the 

others as he quickly began to 

disappear up the road leaving 

Craft to hold off Lopez, both 

of whom were gapping 

Brockwell, Wheeler and 

Thomas. Lopez was pushing to 

get passed Craft and for a 

while, Craft seemed to have it 

under control, but Lopez got 

his man coming past the 

pitlane to take up 2nd place 

ahead of Craft. As this was 

happening, Wheeler was 

cleanly making his way up the 

order and was soon into 3rd, a 

few kart lengths behind Lopez. 

Slijepcevic took the honours, 

winning by 3.867 seconds from 

Diego Lopez. Wheeler 

claimed his first Junior podium 

finish ahead of Craft and 

Thomas.  

Results 

 

B Final 

1. William Thomas 

2. Finn Angell-Wells 

3. Bryn Jones 

 

A Final 

1. Axel Slijepcevic 

2. Diego Lopez 

3. Blaise Wheeler 

 

 

The Junior and Cadet Podium 



 

  

 

Cameron Rodger led from the 
get-go and never looked 
back, remaining 
unchallenged as he added 
Round 3 to his Round 2 win 
from last month. 

Heat 1 

Cameron Rodger led from 

pole into turn 1 with George 

Dixon and Jacob Davies filing 

in behind him. Dixon started 

to push Rodger for the lead 

at the end of lap 1, creating 

a gap over Davies who was 

fending off Kyle Jackson, 

Lewis Brailli, George 

Worledge and Aaron Hyman. 

Davies began to close the 

gap to Dixon and Rodger 

ahead of him creating a 

three-way fight at the front of 

the field. Rodger was 

managing the pressure well 

and as the laps counted 

down, Rodger got himself just 

out of Dixon’s reach and took 
the win by 0.247 seconds 

from Dixon, Davies, Jackson 

and Brailli. 
 

Heat 2 

The field filtered through the 

opening turns with Kyle 

Jackson at the front from 

George Dixon, Lewis Brailli, 

George Dixon and Jacob 

Davies. Cameron Rodger was 

making his way through the 

field to get ahead of Davies 

for 4th as Jackson made his 

escape at the front, aided by 

Dixon’s defence against Brailli 
and Rodger. Rodger passed 

Brailli on the penultimate lap 

and took Davies with him.  

Jackson won however, from 
Dixon who beat Rodger to 
2nd by 0.002 seconds. Davies 
and Brailli completed the 
top 5. 

 

Heat 3 

Silas Woolway took the lead 

from Jake Taylor at the start 

and quickly built a lead of 

1.645 seconds over the field 

as Taylor defended against 

Aaron Hyman and George 

Worledge. Hyman managed 

to squeeze ahead of Taylor 

and took Rodger and 

Worledge with him. Rodger 

took 2nd a lap later at the 

end of the main straight and 

Worledge almost followed 

him through. Worledge 

waited until Vale to make a 

move which he completed 

at the end of the main 

straight as the field started 

the final lap. Rodger closed 

down Woolway as the race 

entered its final stages and 

took the win from Woolway, 
Worledge, Kyle Jackson and 
Hyman. 

 

Heat 4 

George Worledge led the 

field from pole when the 

green flag was waved and 

was chased by Lewis Brailli. 

These two built a gap to 

Aaron Hyman in 3rd who was 

holding off Silas Woolway 

and Jacob Davies. 

Worledge was being put 

under immense pressure by 

Brailli, but was driving clean 

defensive lines to keep him 

at bay. Despite their fighting, 

Hyman was not making 

significant gains as 

Worledge took the win from 

Brailli, Hyman, Woolway and 

Davies. 

 

A Final 

Cameron Rodger put pole 

position to good use to lead 

into turn 1 as racing got 

Cameron Rodger made it two in a row 
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  underway. Kyle Jackson 
followed close behind with the 
leading pair getting an early 
break due to the rest of the 
field still fighting for position. 
George Dixon was the man in 
3rd, holding off Lewis Brailli, 
George Worledge, Jacob 
Davies, Silas Woolway and 
Aaron Hyman. Rodger was 
pushing at the front and 
began to get away from 
Jackson as the fight for 3rd 
intensified. Worledge was 
looking racey and got ahead 
of Brailli and Dixon as the pack 
got too close together and 
Dixon ended up pointing the 
wrong way at turn 7. It was 
deemed a racing incident 
and mixed up the order as 
Rodger continued to extend 
his lead and leave Jackson in 
a lonely 2nd. Rodger took the 
chequered flag to win the 
Heavy A Final, beating 
Jackson home by 5.105 
seconds. Worledge took his 
first podium, edging out Brailli 
by 0.201 seconds with 
Woolway completing the top 
5. 

 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Cameron Rodger 

2. Kyle Jackson 

3. George Worledge 

 George Worledge 

Kyle Jackson 

Cameron Rodger 



 

  

 

Racing had been close in the 
Senior Light heats, but with 
Ian Del-Pizzo getting ahead 
at the start and the rest of the 
field seeming content to fight 
each other, Del-Pizzo cruised 
home to an easy win, his first 
of 2014. 

Heat 1 

There was a fair bit of 

bumping at the start into turn 

1 and James Venning was 

able to build a healthy lead 

of 2 seconds on lap 1. 

Matthew Hayman got into 2nd 

on lap 1 and was ahead of 

Billy Cowan and Ian Del-Pizzo 

with Del-Pizzo taking Cowan 

under braking at the end of 

the straight. Hayman was 

running in 2nd on his own as 

Venning was continuing to 

get away and Del-Pizzo was 

closing in on Hayman and 

was bringing Sean Richardson 

with him. Del-Pizzo repeated 

the move that he did on 

Cowan to get ahead of 

Hayman to take 2nd and 

began to gap the pack 

behind him. Venning won by 

6 seconds from Del-Pizzo, 

Richardson (penalty for 

contact), Cowan and Jo 

Richardson. 
 

Heat 2 

Two false starts later and 

Jordan Bowley was the man 

to lead the pack into turn 1 

with Ian Del-Pizzo and Jack 

Reeves behind him. Bowley 

pulled out a couple of kart 

lengths over Del-Pizzo on lap 

1 and was gradually 

extending his lead over Del-

Pizzo as Reeves held off 

Daniel Holland and Matthew 
Hayman.  Bowley took the 
win from Del-Pizzo, Reeves, 
Holland and Hayman. 

 

Heat 3 

Daniel Holland led the field 

at the start of the final heat 

as Sean Richardson picked 

up a warning flag for 

bumping at the start. Billy 

Cowan was into 2nd by turn 3 

and was putting Holland 

under pressure for the lead 

with Richardson, Winson Au, 

Jo Richardson, James 

Venning and Ian Del-Pizzo 

right behind him. Richardson 

regained 2nd at turn 2, giving 

Holland some breathing 

space with Au taking 3rd 

from Cowan at turn 3 but 

contact was involved 

however, giving Au a 

penalty. Richardson was 

closing in on Holland at the 

front as Cowan was back 

into 3rd ahead of Au and  

Venning. Richardson was 
pushing Holland at the front 
for the lead, but Holland was 
defending well with 
Richardson nudging Holland 
wide at the final corner and 
giving him a run to the finish 
line. Holland held on to win 
from Richardson by 0.040 
seconds with Cowan in 3rd, 
Venning in 4th and Del-Pizzo 
in 5th. 

 

Final 

Ian Del-Pizzo got a great 

start to have a comfortable 

lead by the time he 

reached turn 3, heading Billy 

Cowan, Daniel Holland, 

James Venning and 

Matthew Hayman. Holland 

slipped past into 2nd as Del-

Pizzo shot off into the 

distance leaving the close-

knit pack behind him to fight 

over the remaining positions. 

James Venning was next to 

take up 2nd, passing Holland 

and taking Hayman with 

Cameron Rodger made it two in a row 
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him. Sean Richardson and 

brother Jo were having a 

close fight on track, but got 

too close as contact 

unfortunately occurred, 

dropping Jo down the order 

and earning Sean a penalty. 

Hayman took 2nd from 

Venning with a few laps 

remaining at turn 6, but 

Venning soon responded to 

regain 2nd, all the while Del-

Pizzo continued to pull away 

at the head of the field. Del-

Pizzo took the win by five and 

half seconds ahead of 

Venning. Sean Richardson 

finished 3rd on track, but due 

to his penalty, it was Hayman 

that took the final podium 

position. Jordan Bowley and 

Holland completed the top 5. 

 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Ian Del-Pizzo 

2. James Venning 

3. Matthew Hayman 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Matthew Hayman 

James Venning 

Ian Del-Pizzo 



 

  

 

Ryan Harper and Jack Bolton 
had both looked quick in the 
heats and it was between 
these two for the race victory 
with Harper just beating 
Bolton with a few laps of the 
final remaining. 

Heat 1 

Heat 1 started with a false 

start, but it was Ben 

Benneyworth that headed 

the field into turn 1 when 

racing finally got going. Ryan 

Harper was soon onto the 

back of him as Donald 

Macauley misjudged his 

braking point at the end of 

the straight and spun Jack 

Bolton around. Macauley 

picked up a penalty as 

Harper grabbed the lead on 

lap 2. Chris Wilkinson and 

Glenn Cotton were dicing for 

3rd and were gapping Will 

England and Arnold 

Macauley behind them. 

Harper wasn’t hanging 
around and began to put 

some distance between 

himself and Benneyworth as 

Wilkinson began to edge 

away from Cotton. Wilkinson 

had caught Benneyworth in 

the closing stages and had 

passed Benneyworth with 2 

laps remaining with Arnold 

Macauley demoting him a 

further position. Harper won 

comfortably from Wilkinson, 

Bolton, Arnold Macauley and 

Benneyworth. 
 

Heat 2 

Ciaran Bodenham led the 

field on the opening lap, but 

soon lost out to Richard 

Heptonstall at the end of lap 
1. The lead changed once 
more a lap later as Arnold 
Macauley hit the front with 
Jack Bolton closing in on this 
leading duo. Heptonstall 
regained the lead from 
Macauley a lap later with 
Bolton demoting him a 
further position and began 
to challenge for the lead as 
the three of them lapped in 
each other’s wheel tracks. 
Bolton hit the front at turn 1 
as they started the final lap 
with Bolton edging away as 
the lap progressed to take 
the win from Macauley by 
0.876 seconds. Heptonstall, 
Bodenham and Chris 
Wilkinson completed the top 
5. 

 

Heat 3 

Jack Bolton was quick out of 

the blocks and pulled out a 

lead of 2.576 over Adam 

Robinson on lap 1. Efe 

Egharevba was moving up 

the field and got into 3rd on 

lap 2 with Zsolt Kerekes and 

Donald Macauley close 

behind as Ryan Harper 

made his way up through 

the field. Bolton was having 

it easy at the front, 

extending his lead with each 

lap with Harper now onto 

the back of Egharevba and 

Kerekes, passing Kerekes 

coming out of the final 

corner on lap 5. Harper got 

into 2nd 2 laps later, passing 

Robinson through turn 2. The 

win was Bolton’s however, 
winning from Harper by 14 

seconds. Robinson took 3rd 

ahead of Efe Egharevba 

and Chris Wilkinson. 
 

Final 

Jack Bolton was hounded 

by Ryan Harper through the 

opening few corners as they 

fought for the race lead 

from the get go. Arnold 

Macauley was in a close 3rd 

with Chris Wilkinson, Richard 

Harper wins three on the bounce 

Harper Edges Out Bolton  
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Heptonstall and Ben 
Benneyworth all breathing 
down his neck. Bolton and 
Harper were quickly pulling 
out a gap over Macauley 
allowing Harper to go on the 
attack and begin to 
challenge Bolton for the race 
lead. Benneyworth made 
quick work of Heptonstall, but 
getting passed Wilkinson was 
proving slightly more difficult. 
Harper continued to push 
Bolton, finally finding a way 
past at turn 2 on lap 5, but 
Bolton wasn’t going to allow 
Harper to run away with it as 
he latched back onto the rear 
of Harper’s kart. Macauley 
was looking secure in 3rd as he 
left Wilkinson and 
Benneyworth to fight over 4th 
with Wilkinson seeming to 
have the upper hand as he 
kept Benneyworth just out of 
reach. Despite Bolton pushing 
Harper at the front, time ran 
out and Harper kept his cool 
to take his 3rd win in a row, 
beating Bolton by 1.187 
seconds. Macauley took the 
final spot on the podium 
ahead of Wilkinson and 
Benneyworth. 

 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Ryan Harper 

2. Jack Bolton 

3. Arnold Macauley 

 

 

 
 

 

The Senior Podium 


